Meeting held at Mandurah on Tuesday, 6 August 2019

WEATHER: Fine TRACK: Good KENNEL TEMPERATURE: 18 Degrees
TIME KENNELS CLOSED: 5.30pm
Stewards: Mr S Jones, Mr C Kerr, Ms E Alessandrino
Veterinary Surgeons: Dr S Wu
Veterinary Assistant: Ms G Murphy
Lure Driver: Mr M Frampton

Race 1 - Qualifying Trial/Provincial/405 - Qualifying Trial - 5:40 PM
WEST ON FERGUS began quickly. CHIMICHURRI began slowly. POETIC JUSTICE & WEST ON FERGUS collided approaching the first turn. POETIC JUSTICE checked off the heels of WEST ON FERGUS on the first turn. CHIMICHURRI checked off the heels of POETIC JUSTICE on the first turn. CHIMICHURRI checked off the heels of POETIC JUSTICE approaching home.